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INGRID, a software system for assisting researchers and students of graph theory, is 
described. It is a partial commutative rule-based system using forward chaining, consists of 
approximately 1200 production rules, and is written in Berkeley Pascal on a VAX I1/780 
under UNIX. INGRID has a data base of 36 graphical invariants and approximately 350 
theorems symbolically relating these invariants. A set of one or more user-supplied restrictions 
upon the values of some invariants is propagated byINGRID, via the theorems, into intervals 
of possible values for other of the invariants. With the simple user interface provided by 
tNGRID, even a graph theory novice can often discern properties of a graph that might 
normally require the capabilities ofa well-informed xpert. 
1. Introduction 
INGRID (INteractive GRaph Invariant Delimiter), the software system described in this 
paper, was designed as a tool to assist researchers in obtaining more precise information 
about an incompletely specified graph or class of graphs which is consistent with known 
properties of the graph(s). The properties of interest here are graphical invariants and the 
values they may have. The literature abounds with theorems relating these invariants in 
a symbolic form. INGRID is the result of an attempt to integrate these symbolic 
relationships with specific user-supplied knowledge about some invariants, in order to 
derive specific knowledge about other invariants. 
It is instructive to compare INGRID to MACSYMA (Pavelle & Wang, 1985), the best 
known computer system for assisting mathematicians and engineers. While Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) created the environment for the development of MACSYMA, and 
indeed MACSYMA includes some specialized procedures for the solution of certain 
problems, the recent contribution of AI to MACSYMA has been minimal. Instead, 
MACSYMA has evolved into an extreme form of a knowledge-intensive model of 
problem-solving. The main component of MACSYMA is symbolic manipulation, al- 
though the system also provides ome numerical computation. On the other hand, while 
INGRID does some symbolic manipulation, its main function is to perform numerical 
calculations. INGRID's domain of application, graph invariants, is much more restricted 
than that of MACSYMA. MACSYMA solves problems; INGRID does not. Yet the 
numerical computations provided by INGRID are helpful to researchers in attacking 
certain classes of problems. In addition, INGRID has proved to be a good tool for 
students learning graph theory. The power of INGRID stems from its large knowledge 
base, which is organized as a partial commutative production rule system (Nilsson, 1980) 
with a simple forward chaining control structure. 
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INGRID is certainly not the first software system designed for graphs. Several high- 
level languages have been developed to manipulate them (Read, 1978). One recent 
example is the work by Lipman & Sedlmeyer (1986) in which graphs are displayed 
visually for user manipulation via terminal commands. Related work is being done by a 
group led by D. Cvetkovic at the University of Belgrade. They are generating an 
extensive system which includes storage of bibliographic information, algorithms for 
determining properties of graphs, and a theorem prover. 
2. Graphical Invariants 
Throughout this paper we assume knowledge of the concept of an undirected graph. 
Excellent introductory references to graph theory include Behzad et al. (1979), Berge 
(1973), Bondy & Murty (1976) and Harary (1969). 
When it is possible to establish a one-to-one onto correspondence b tween the node 
sets of two graphs o that edges are preserved, we say that the graphs are isomorphic and 
can be considered to be identical for many purposes. Graphical properties which remain 
unchanged under isomorphism are called graph invariants. For example, isomorphic 
graphs have the same number of nodes p and the same number of edges e. Some other 
invariants are: A, the maximum number of edges incident o any node (the maximum 
degree); /~o, the maximum number of nodes no two of which are joined by an edge (the 
node independence number); and 00, the minimum number of complete subgraphs whose 
union includes all the nodes of the graph (the clique cover number). All of these 
invariants can assume only nonnegative integer values. Other types are Boolean invari- 
ants which take on the values of "true" and "false", and real-valued invariants. 
The values for invariants cannot be assigned arbitrarily. For example, two nodes not 
joined by an edge must be in distinct complete subgraphs of any clique cover. It follows 
that ~0 <~ 00. Hundreds of such symbolic relationships between invariants have been 
discovered. These relations are the theorems from which the rules of INGRID are 
derived. The above theorem and two others are listed below for illustration and to serve 
as the basis for a Iater example: 
(1) P0 ~< 00; 
(a) ~o >~p2/(p +2e); 
(3) A >f 2e/p. 
3. INGRID 
A researcher may be interested in determining nonobvious properties of a specific 
graph or class of graphs, all of whose members hare certain characteristics. For a given 
specific graph most invariant values can be calculated exactly using one of many available 
algorithms. However, several such values are impractical to compute for arbitrary graphs. 
Thus, in working with either a single graph or a class of graphs, the researcher may be 
forced to rely on an approximation of certain invariant values in the sense that the true 
values can be determined only to within some interval of possible values. In this context 
there are two sets of values which can be associated with invariants of an incompletely 
defined graph or class of graphs. The first is the set of actual values that an invariant can 
assume given the incomplete specification and is, in general, not known. The second is an 
interval of values, containing the set of actual values, determined by theorems which 
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bound that invariant in terms of known values of other invariants. The goal of INGRID 
is to compute this interval as precisely as possible by combining a user's knowledge of the 
graph, in terms of bounds on certain invariant values, with an extensive collection of 
theorems embedded into a knowledge base. 
Thus INGRID may be considered to be a manipulator of intervals, and indeed the 
data base is a collection of intervals represented by a minimum and a maximum value for 
each invariant. At the beginning of a session these values are initialized to predefined 
extreme values. When a user provides new boundary information for one or more 
invariants, INGRID attempts to increase the minimum values and decrease the maximum 
values for intervals of other invariants. A Boolean-valued invariant is represented by the 
unit interval and only the values 0 and 1 are permitted. 
The initial intervals for the invariants introduced in section 2 are given in Table 1. One 
restriction which does not reduce significantly INGRID's research value is that isolated 
nodes are not allowed. This explains the predefined minimum values appearing in the 
table. The maximum value of oo is represented internally by a large positive number. 
The current version of INGRID has a data base composed of intervals for 36 graph 
invariants. Of these, 26 are integer-valued, one is real-valued and nine are Boolean- 
valued. A complete list is given in Appendix 1. INGRID's knowledge base consists of 
approximately 350 theorems, each of which is transformed into two or more production 
rules. The total number of rules is approximately 1200. A list of the first 262 theorems 
appearing in an earlier version of INGRID is given in Brigham & Dutton (1985). 
3.I. REPRESENTATION OF THE THEOREMS IN INTERVAL FORM 
To understand how theorems are interpreted, consider the theorem flo ~< 0o. This is 
transformed into inequalities associated with the minimum and maximum values of the 
intervals in the data base. These values are represented, for any invariant i, by the two 
variables MIN[i] and MAX[i], giving the currently known lower and upper endpoints, 
respectively, of the interval. In this context, the theorem fla -<< 0o implies the relationships 
MAX[r/0] ~< MAX[0o] and MIN[0o] >I MIN[flo]. Thus, the single inequality of the theorem 
has led to two others, and these can be used to alter the intervals for rio and 0o by setting 
MAX[rio]*--minimum {MAX[r/o ], MAX[0o] } and MIN[0o]~maximum {MIN[0o], 
MIN[fl0]}. We shall see later that a production rule is created for each invariant 
appearing in a theorem. 
As a second example, consider the theorem rio >I p2/(p + 2e). This leads to an inequality 
for MIN[fl0] involving MIN[p] and MAX[e]. Thus, the computation associated with this 
theorem includes MIN[rio] ~ maximum {MIN[ri0], [MIN[p]2/(MIN[p] + 2MAX[e])-]}. 
The ceiling function Vx-], i.e., the smallest integer not less than x, is employed since flo is 
integer-valued. The variables MIN[p] and MAX[el, as opposed to MAX[p] and MIN[e], 
minimize the right-hand side and thus provide a lower bound for MIN~o]. Similar 
Table 1. Initial intervals for the invariants 
Invariant Initial admissible interval 
p (2, oo) 
e (I, ~) 
A (1, oQ) 
/~o (1, ca) 
Oo (1, oo) 
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computations are derived from this theorem for setting MAX[p] and MIN[e]. Observe 
that the calculations must be expressed in terms of interval extremes, MIN[i] and 
MAX[i], of each invariant i. Fortunately, the theorems of interest o graph theorists tend 
to have invariants changing monotonically with other invariants. In these cases, the 
choice of  using MIN[i] or MAX[i] can be determined by a straightforward mathematical 
analysis. For some other cases the computation can be based on a comparison of two 
distinct calculations, one using MIN[i] and one using MAX[i]. On rare occasions, some 
invariant in a theorem cannot be determined in terms of interval extremes. Then no 
calculation for that invariant can be made and hence no corresponding production rule 
is established. 
3.2. REPRESENTATION OF THE THEOREMS IN RULE FORM 
Theorems in interval form are transformed into production rules (Davis & King, 1984) 
having the following structure: 
I f  ( cond l )  and/or (cond2) and/or.  ,. and/or (condi)  
then (act ionl) ,  (action2) . . . . .  (actionj).  
When the conditional part, the antecedent, of the rule is true, the rule is said to fire and 
the given set of actions is executed. The antecedents of the rules access the following data: 
a queue Q containing ordered pairs (a, b) where a is the name of an invariant which has 
had its bound b (either the character string "max" or "rain") improved, two vectors of 
interval endpoints MAX and MIN for the 36 graph invariants, and a Boolean vector 
ACTIVE indicating which rules are currently active. The latter is a system feature which 
allows a user to interactively modify the knowledge base by temporarily excluding 
selected theorems. The three theorems of section 2 generate the following eight rules. 
Observe that a separate rule is produced for each invariant in a theorem. Notationally, 
" f ront"  is a queue axiom which retrieves, but does not remove, an ordered pair from the 
queue, "enqueue(a, b)" inserts an ordered pair and "dequeue" removes an ordered pair. 
THEOREM 1. 
Rla: 13o <~ 0o 
I f  front = (00, max) and ACTIVE[Rla] and MAX[~o] > MAX[Oo] 
then MAX[t~o] ~ MAX[Oo], 
enqueue(~o, max) 
Rlb: Oo~ flo 
I f  front --- (/~0, rain) and ACTIVE[RIb] and MIN[Oo] < MIN[~o] 
then MIN[Oo] *- MIN[flo], 
enqueue( Oo, rain). 
THEOREM 2. 
R2a: t~o >>. p2/(p + 2e) 
I f  (front ~- (p, rain) or front = (e, max)) and 
ACTIVE[R2a] and MIN[flo] < [-(MIN[p])2/(MIN[p] + 2MAX[el)7 
then MIN[Po] ~ [-(MIN[p]) 2/(MIN[p] + 2MAX[el)'], 
enqueue(~o, rain). 
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R2b: p <~ (rio + x//-fl2o + 8erio)/2 
I f  (.front = ([3 o, max) or front = (e, max)) and ACTIVE[R2b] 
and MAX[p] > [MAX[rio] + x/(MAX[/3o])2+ w /2 A 
then MAX[p] *--[.(MAX[rio] + x/(MAX[[3o]) z ~- 8MAX[e]MAX[rio])/2I, 
enqueue(p, max). 
R2c: e >~ p(p - rio)/2/3 o
I f  (front = (p, rain) or front = (rio, max)) and ACTIVE[R2c] 
and MIN[e] < F MIN[p](MIN[p] - MAX[flo]) /2MAX[flo]-] 
then MIN[e] ~ [- MIN[p]( MIN~p] - MAX[~o]) /ZMAX[[3o]q, 
enqueue( ,rain). 
THEOREM 3. 
R3a: A >~ 2e/p 
lf(front = (e, rain) or front = (p, max)) and ACTIVE[R3a] 
and MIN[A] < [-2MIN[e]/MAX[p]-] 
then MIN[ A] ~ [-2MIN[e]/MAX[p]'], 
enqueue( A, rain). 
R3b: e <~pA/2 
I f  (fi'ont = (p, max) or fi'ont = (A, max)) and ACTIVE[R3b] 
and MAX[el > [ MAX[p]MAX[A]/2.J 
then MAX[el ~ L MAX[p]MAX[ A]/2_J, 
enqueue (e, max). 
R3c: p >i 2e/A 
IJ" (front = (e, rain) or front = (A, max)) and ACTIVE[R3c] 
and MIN[p] < [2MIN[e]/MAX[ A]'] 
then MIN[p] ~ ['2MIN[e] ~MAX[A]-], 
enqueue (p, min). 
Rules R la  and R ib  are both derived from Theorem I of section 2. The other rules are 
obtained and similarly denoted from Theorems 2 and 3. Rule R la  states that if (0o, max)  
is at the front of  the queue, R la  is active, and the current value of MAX[r/o] can be 
decreased, then MAX[r/o] is assigned its new value and the pair (rio, max) is placed in the 
queue. A similar interpretation holds for the other rules. 
Table 2. Control cycle of INGRID 
Enqueue(a, b) {The initial ordered pair provided by user} 
While (queue is not empty) 
do 
For i = 1 to number-of-rules 
do 
If (rule Ri fires) then 
do 
Bound ~ result of applying consequent of rule Ri 
enqueue(a, b) {from Ri} 
end 
end 
dequeue 
end 
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The control structure of INGRID is depicted in Table 2 in a PASCAL-like language. 
The antecedents of all rules are examined and, when a rule's conditions are satisfied, it 
fires. As a result, a new boundary value for the designated invariant is registered in the 
data base and its name "a"  and affected bound "b"  are placed in the queue. After all 
rules have been examined, the (a, b) pair at the front of the queue is removed and the 
cycle is repeated until the queue becomes empty. This control structure corresponds to a 
partial commutative production rule system (Nilsson, 1980); that is, one in which the 
result obtained by applying the rules is independent of the order in which the rules are 
fired. In such systems, conflict resolution is not required. 
3.3. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section we illustrate INGRID's operation by means of a greatly simplified 
example which assumes a system containing onty the eight rules of section 3.2 arising 
from the three theorems of Section 2. 
Assume we are interested in graphs having 100 nodes and maximum degree at most 6. 
The user would enter commands to INGRID which are equivalent to the following: 
p = 100, 
A~<6. 
The actual syntax of the commands will be discussed in section 5. The first command 
causes both MIN[p] and MAX[p] to be set to 100. The interval for p is now (100, 100) 
and (p, min) and (p, max) are both placed in the queue Q. Assume the entry (p, rain) is 
at the front of Q. This raises the possibility of firing rules R2a and R2b. However, in 
neither case does a firing actually occur because MAX[e] and MAX[Po] are both oo and 
the final condition in the antecedent clause is not satisfied. Thus no action takes place, 
(p, rain) is removed from Q and only (p, max) remains. Examining this pair raises the 
possibility of firing R3a or R3b. Again no action occurs because the final antecedent 
condition is not met. Hence (p, max) is removed from Q which is now empty. The entries 
in Table 1 now appear as below 
*p (100, 100) 
e (1, oo) 
A (1, oo) 
~q0 (1, oo) 
00 (1, ~o). 
Q 
Empty 
An asterisk indicates that the associated invariant was altered by the user. 
It should be re-emphasized that in this example we are considering a very restricted 
knowledge base. With the knowledge base that INGRID actually has, much more 
information would have been provided. For example, one theorem states e ~p(p  - 1)/2. 
This with the fact that there are no isolated nodes would cause the table entry for e to 
read (50,4950). Changes for other entries would have occurred also. 
Since Q is empty, INGRID accepts the next command, A <~ 6, changing the interval for 
A to (1, 6) and placing (A, max) in Q. This raises the possibility of firing R3b and R3c. 
Only R3b's antecedent is satisfied so MAX[e] is set to 300, (e, max) is placed in Q, and 
(A, max) is removed. The intervals are as shown below. 
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*p ( ~ oo, 1 oo) 
e (1,300) 
*A (1, 6) 
b'o (1, co) 
0o (1, oD). 
Q 
(e, max) 
Examining (e, max) at the front of the queue and the antecedents of our rules shows 
that R2a fires setting MIN[3o] to 15 and placing (/~0, rain) in Q. After removing (e, max) 
from Q we now have the following intervals 
Q 
(/~o, min) *p ( 100, 100) 
e (1,300) 
*A (1, 6) 
30 (15, ~) 
0 o (1, oO). 
Continuing, using (30, rain), Rib fires setting MINI00] to 15 and placing (00, min) in Q. 
No further action takes place as a result of either the (Po, rain) queue entry or the 
subsequent (00, rain) entry, and INGRID awaits further user input with the intervals now 
as follows. 
Q 
*p ( 100, 100)  Empty 
e (1,300) 
*A (1, 6) 
/~o (15, oo) 
0o (15, oo). 
4. AppLications of INGRID 
In this section we present an overview of various applications to which INGRID has 
been or might be applied. 
4.1. HELPING SOLVE PRACTICAL PROBLEMS 
There are many practical problems which can be modeled by graphs and whose 
solutions frequently involve properties of the model corresponding to graph invariants. 
For example, consider the design of a communication network of stations for which any 
two stations are to be connected by a path of at most d communication links. Each 
station is to have a direct connection to at most A other stations, and the failure of any 
-1  stations must still permit communication between any two remaining stations, 
perhaps now by paths involving more than d links. This problem can be modeled by a 
graph where the stations become nodes, the links become edges, and d, A, and ~ are, 
respectively, the diameter, maximum degree and node connectivity. 
A network designer, even though not trained in graph theory, can employ INGRID to 
help investigate various properties. For example, a proposed esign of d = 3, A = 5 and 
~c = 8 is rejected by INGRID since one of its theorems tates that, in any graph, ~c is 
bounded above by minimum degree and thus certainly by A. 
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The designer may then alter the specifications so that, for example, d = 3, A = 6 and 
K ---4. INGRID accepts these, determines that they are consistent and that the number 
of nodes (stations) must be between 10 and 187. Thus, if 200 stations are required, 
different design parameters must be selected. 
Notice that INGRID is effective in eliminating certain structures. However, it cannot 
guarantee the existence of graphs whose invariant values do not violate any of the 
theorems known to INGRID. Thus there is no guarantee that a 187 station network with 
d = 3, A = 6 and x = 4 can indeed be constructed. 
4.2. HELPING DERIVE NEW THEOREMS 
INGRID does not of itself find new theorems relating graph invariants, but it can be 
a valuable tool in aiding a researcher to do just that. Consider the network problem from 
the preceding section. Using INGRID one can observe changes in the permissible number 
of stations p as d and A are varied by the user, but virtually no change when x is 
perturbed. This seems counter-intuitive and suggests earching by conventional research 
methods for an inequality bounding p and which involves x. One result of such research, 
now incorporated into INGRID, is p ~</~A + 1 when d = 2. 
As another example consider the two graph invariants spectral radius 2 and node 
clique cover number 00. These invariants have received a great deal of attention in the 
literature, but no direct relationships between them seem to have appeared. However, 
when p is fixed and 2 is varied, INGRID changes 0o, indicating that some relationship 
does indeed exist. A tracing feature incorporated into INGRID permits a determination 
of which rules led to a particular change, in our ease a change to MAX[0o]. Its use shows 
that rules leading to this change were derived from the theorems A~<22,/3j >~p/ 
(~l + 1), eL ~<p --/3L, and 00 ~< eL where eL and//l are the edge covering and independence 
numbers, respectively. The relation 0o ~<p[22/(1 + 22)], useful when 2 is small, is easily 
derived from the four theorems. When 2 is large, similar techniques lead to 
0 o <<, 89 + [p(p - 1) - 2(2 - 1) + 4J'Jl t/2. To our knowledge, neither of these direct relations 
has appeared elsewhere. 
4.3. HELPING TEST THE EFFECTIVENESS OF NEW THEOREMS 
When a new inequality relating graph invariants is discovered, INGRID can be 
employed to determine if the same or better bounds can be obtained fron r~us ly  
+ 8e. By known results. In a recent paper Stanley (1987) showed that 2 ~<-1 +x/1  
varying e in INGRID, observing 2 and tracing the cause of 2's change, we found that two 
theorems currently in INGRID's knowledge base, 2 ~<x/2e(x-  1)/Z and 
X ~< [1 + x/1 + 8e)/2_], were providing an upper bound for 2 that was usually better, and 
never worse, than 2 ~< - 1 + x/1 + 8e. With this insight we were able to show analytically 
that substitution of the second inequality into the first always produces a better bound 
than Stanley's except for one class of extremal graphs where they are equal. This in no 
way diminishes the value of Stanley's result, which gives an elegant direct relationship 
between ,l and e, but the exercise showed we need not include it in INGRID's knowledge 
base. 
4.4, HELPING TEST CONJECTURES AND THE TEMPORARY THEOREM FEATURE 
INGRID incorporates a feature which allows the interactive ntry of certain theorems 
which satisfy special constraints discussed in section 5.1. These theorems remain available 
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until the session is terminated. We call such entries theorems even though they may be 
conjectures or simply desired relationships restricting the classes of graphs to be studied. 
These theorems are converted ynamically by INGRID into rules analogous to those 
derived from INGRID's permanent theorem base and can be enabled (active) or disabled 
(inactive) interactively by the user, as can the permanent ones. 
The temporary theorem feature has several uses. One is simply to limit the class of 
graphs under investigation by placing symbolic bounds rather than specific numeric 
valued bounds upon an invariant. For example, a temporary theorem co ~< X/2 will cause 
INGRID to generate intervals for graph invariants which are compatible with the 
subclass of all graphs which have largest clique size no more than half the chromatic 
number. 
Another interesting use is testing conjectures. In this situation a proposed conjecture 
can be interactively entered into INGRID's knowledge base on a temporary basis. Then 
values can be set for appropriate invariants. If an inconsistency occurs, i.e., when 
INGRID determines that some invariant must have an empty interval, one can conclude 
that the proposed conjecture is false. On the other hand, the absence of such an 
inconsistency does not prove the conjecture, but with sufficient esting it may increase 
one's belief in its validity. 
As an example, we were at one point interested in determining when e ~</7~A holds, an 
inequality known to be valid when the edge chromatic number Z1 is equal to the 
maximum degree A, but not in all cases when ~ = h + 1. We entered Xl = A + 1 and 
e > fl~A as temporary theorems and then used INGRID to search for situations which 
created an inconsistency. Considerable experimentation a d analyses eventually ed to the 
following theorem. 
If e = (A + 1)r + s where r and s are integers uch 
that r + s <<, 21[slA-], then e ~< Aflj. 
To our knowledge the result has not appeared elsewhere. Again it should be emphasized 
that INGRID did not produce the theorem but did provide direction for its more 
conventional derivation. 
4.5. HELPING RESOLVE OPEN PROBLEMS 
One of the original motivations for the development of INGRID was to create a tool 
to assist in finding counterexamples to conjectures. For example, a question posed by 
Cook (1981) asked whether there exist planar triangle-free graphs having exactly 3/70 
nodes. By utilizing the temporary theorem feature, it is possible to pose the existence of 
such graphs as a conjecture to INGRID. In this way we were able to report (Dutton & 
Brigham, 1983) a negative answer to Cook's question. However, most attempts to resolve 
open problems using INGRID have not been as successful, either because the problems 
cannot be expressed solely in terms of graph invariants or because the knowledge in 
INGRID is insufficient. 
4.6. HELPING STUDENTS STUDY GRAPH THEORY 
Although INGRID was not designed as a pedagogical tool, it would seem students 
studying raph theory could learn a great deal from it. No formal evaluations have been 
made, but our students have "played" with INGRID and enjoy dealing with the "Why 
did that happen?" and "What if I changed this?" questions which seem to arise naturally. 
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Dr Phyllis Chinn of Humboldt University in Arcata, California regularly employs 
INGRID in a graph theory course emphasizing student discovery of results. She reports 
student enjoyment arising from a better understanding of invariants and how they 
interrelate. 
5. User Interface 
In this section we discuss how the user communicates with INGRID. There are two 
Invariant Setting (IS) commands which modify the data base. They are discussed in 
section 5.1. A second class, called System Action (SA) commands, allows the user to 
modify the knowledge base and to display various information. Section 5.2 describes 
some of these commands and all are listed in Appendix 2. Internally each invariant 
appearing in Appendix 1 has a unique symbolic name rather than the symbols used for 
the discussion in this paper. For example, the number of nodes, number of edges, clique 
number, chromatic number and maximum degree are identified, respectively, by character 
strings "nodes", "edges", "omega", "chr", and "maxdeg". A user may indicate an 
invariant in a command by supplying its full name, as given in Appendix 1, or by 
specifying a prefix of sufficient length to distinguish it from the name of any other 
invariant or command. In the following discussion we shall use full names to identify 
invariants rather than prefixes or symbols. 
5.1. INVARIANT SETTING COMMANDS 
The first IS command iscussed allows the user to establish specific numeric or Boolean 
values for either or both endpoints of an invariant's interval. There are four basic 
formats, as indicated in the following table. The inclusion of the equal sign is optional 
and in (a) can be replaced by a blank: 
Format 
(a) name = value 
(b) name < = value 
(c) name > = value 
(d) name: valuel, value2 
Meaning 
Set both lower and upper bounds of 
name to value. 
Set upper bound of name to value. 
Set lower bound of name to value. 
Set lower bound of name to valuel and 
upper bound to value2. 
Form (a) must be used when setting Boolean invariants. The value field then must be 
blank or "yes" to indicate the presence of the property and "no" to indicate its absence. 
For either Boolean or numeric-valued invariants the newly specified interval must be a 
proper subinterval of its current interval. If not, INGRID informs the user, ignores the 
input, and awaits the next command. 
The second type of IS command is the temporary theorem mentioned in section 4.4. 
Temporary theorem commands are identified by the first two letters being "tt"  and must 
otherwise adhere to the following format: 
tt name R arithmetic expression, 
where R must be "---", "< = ", or "> = ". The semantics are those of forms (a), (b) and 
(c) above. The arithmetic expression is restricted to integer constants, invariants other 
than the one appearing on the left of R, and the standard arithmetic operations of 
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+,- ,  ,, and /. Parentheses may be employed when needed for clarity or to force a 
non-standard order of evaluation. 
The temporary theorem feature was envisioned to be simply a convenient way by which 
a user could in a more general fashion restrict he class of graphs being studied at the 
moment. As such, no facilities were provided for using this feature to extend the 
knowledge base in any permanent way. A temporary theorem is available only within the 
user session in which it is created. Restrictions are placed on the form of temporary 
theorems because of the difficulty in automatically producing rules. Accordingly, 
INGRID allows only temporary theorems in which each invariant appears once and 
supports only the arithmetic operations of addition, subtraction, division, and multiplica- 
tion. Essentially, this implies that the bounding expression of each rule produced must be 
monotonic in each of its variables. 
The rules generated by a temporary theorem are produced by a parser which first 
constructs a parse tree with the specified relational operator being the root, the bounded 
invariant being one subtree, and the bounding expression being the other subtree. From 
this, a symbolic postfix string is produced. This is the internal representation f the first 
rule of the temporary theorem. The symbolic postfix strings for the remaining rules are 
similarly generated after applying appropriate "tree transformations" to this parse tree. 
The control mechanism, after examining the permanent rules in the knowledge base, 
dynamically interprets each postfix string to determine whether or not that rule should 
fire. 
5.2. SYSTEM ACTION COMMANDS 
There are SA commands to display the interval values maintained in the data base, to 
temporarily deactivate and reactivate both permanent and temporary theorems in the 
knowledge base, to remove the effects of the most recently issued IS command, to assist 
in determining the reason for observed changes in admissible intervals, to re-initialize, 
and to terminate the session. A few of these commands will be discussed and all are listed 
in Appendix 2 where the full name for each is found. As with invariant names, the user 
need specify only a prefix sufficiently long to differentiate the desired command from 
other commands and invariant names. 
Probably the most used SA command is "list" which displays all invariants and their 
current intervals. In addition, the intervals which have changed since the last time "list" 
was issued are shown. As an example, suppose we are interested in the class of graphs 
which have 100 nodes and at most 500 edges. We can specify these limits and display the 
results by the following sequence of two IS commands and one SA command: 
nodes = 100 
edges < = 500 
list 
Appendix 3 shows the response as it might be viewed on a display screen. The reader 
will note some minor changes between this and the more natural notation presented 
earlier. The main differences are that "udt ' ,  rather than infinity, indicates a numeric 
upper bound which is not yet determined, "yes" or "no"  is displayed for Boolean values 
rather than the 1 or 0 used internally, and "undet" is presented when a Boolean value is 
not yet known. Also, a completely determined numeric-valued invariant is specified by a 
single number. 
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Another feature allows the display of the sequence of production rules which estab- 
lished a specified invariant's bound. This is accomplished with the SA command "trace". 
For example, if one wanted to know the sequence resulting in 09 being no more than 31, 
as found in Appendix 3, the command 
trace omega < 
can be given. The response provided by INGRID is 
edges < 
115/chr < 
220/omega < 
indicating that the user, with the IS command edges ~< 500, initially caused a decrease in 
the upper bound of  edges. Then a rule derived from Theorem 115, as numbered in 
Brigham & Dutton (1985), improved the upper bound for chromatic number (chr). 
Finally, this change in chr and a rule from Theorem 220 establishes the new, and now 
current, upper bound for omega. 
6. Concluding Remarks 
We have described a system INGRID which calculates possible values of graph 
invariants for incompletely specified graphs or classes of graphs. We believe that the 
design of INGRID can be applied to other mathematical domains possessing (1) 
"invariants" taking on values in ordered sets and (2) theorems relating the invariants. 
However, even if such domains are identified, the basic design of INGRID may prove to 
be inadequate. The requirement that the theorems relate invariants, in ways which permit 
calculations using only extreme values of an invariant's interval, may severely limit or 
constrain the effectiveness of the system. 
Apparent inefficiencies such as the control mechanism considering all the rules rather 
than only those whose antecedents are known to contain the entry at the front of the 
queue can be overcome asily by organizing the rules in groups, one associated with each 
invariant. The group of rules under each invariant can be further classified into two 
subgroups, according to whether they use the max or min value of that invariant. The 
control mechanism of INGRID then can be easily changed by introducing a classifier 
(Gomez & Chandrasekaran, 1981) which considers only the appropriate group of rules. 
The authors express their appreciation to the referees whose careful analyses and suggestions 
have improved significantly the quality of this paper. 
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Appendix 1 
INVARIANT NAMES AND THEIR MEANINGS 
Integer-valued invariants 
alphaO 
alphal 
arbor 
betaO 
beta I 
bwidth 
chil 
chr 
circ 
diam 
dom 
econn 
edges 
genus 
girth 
maxdeg 
mindeg 
ncomp 
nconn 
nodes 
omega 
radius 
thetaO 
thetal 
thick 
xnum 
Minimum number of nodes to cover the edges 
Minimum number of edges to cover the nodes 
Node arboricity number 
Maximum number of independent odes 
Maximum number of independent edges 
Bandwidth 
Edge chromatic number 
Chromatic number 
Length of a longest cycle 
Diameter 
Domination umber 
Edge connectivity number 
Number of edges 
Number of handles needed to embed on a sphere 
Length of a shortest cycle 
Maximum degree 
Minimum degree 
Number of components 
Node connectivity number 
Number of nodes 
Size of maximum clique 
Radius 
Minimum number of cliques to cover the nodes 
Minimum number of cliques to cover the edges 
Thickness 
Crossing number 
Real-valued &variant 
lambda Spectral radius 
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Boolean-valued invariants 
bipart 
compl 
connct 
cycle 
forest 
hamil 
planar 
reg 
tree 
Bipartite graph 
Complete graph 
Connected graph 
Cycle graph 
Collection of trees 
Hamiltonian graph 
Planar graph 
Regular graph 
Connected acyclic graph 
dtt 
end 
exclude 
help 
include 
list 
print 
ptt 
reset 
rules 
time 
trace 
tt 
Appendix 2 
SYSTEM ACTION COMMANDS 
Deletes the last entered temporary theorem. "dtt i" deletes the ith entered 
temporary theorem, "dtt a'" deletes all entered temporary theorems. 
Resets the system to study a new class of graphs or terminates the session. 
"exclude n" causes all rules derived from theorem number n to be deactivated. 
Provides invariant names and other basic information. 
"include n" causes all rules derived from theorem number n to be reactivated. 
"include all" reactivates all excluded rules. 
Lists the value (or range) of all invariants. "list a" produces a listing in 
alphabetic order of the invariants. 
Lists the admissible interval for all invariants given in the list following print. 
Invariants listed must be separated by blanks or commas. 
Displays the last entered temporary theorem. "ptt i" displays the ith entered 
temporary theorem. "ptt a" displays all entered temporary theorems. 
Resets the system to the state just prior to the last non "tt" invariant setting 
command. "reset i" resets to the state which existed before the last i non "tt" 
invariant setting commands, 
Lists identification umbers of relations changing the admissible interval of 
some invariant, the invariant, and the bound which was changed. 
Alternately activates and deactivates a clock to time the execution of invariant 
setting commands. 
Provides the sequence of rules which alter the stated invariant bound. 
Specifies a temporary theorem. 
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Appendix 3 
*nodes 
*edges 
maxdeg 
minddeg 
chr 
omega 
alphaO 
alpha 1 
betaO 
betal 
thetaO 
theta 1 
radius 
diam 
genus 
nconn 
econn 
chil 
lambda 
SAMPLE DISPLAY RESULTING FROM LIST COMMAND 
> nodes = 100 
> edges < = 500 
> list 
I00 [ 2 udt] girth ( 3 udt) 
50 500) [ 
1 99) [ 
1 1o) [ 
2 31) [ 
2 3t) [ 
1 90) [ 
50 99) [ 
l0 99) [ 
1 50) 
I0 99) 
10 500) 
1 udt) 
2 udt) 
0 212) 
0 10) 
o lO) 
1 100) 
1.000 
1 udt] 
I udt] 
1 udt] 
2 udt] 
2 udt] 
udt] 
udt] 
udt] 
[ udtl 
[ udt] 
[ udtl 
[ I udt] 
[ 0 udt] 
[ 0 udt] 
[ 0 udt] 
[ I udt] 
31.109) [ 
circ ( 3 
ncomp ( I 
xnum ( 0 
arbor ( 1 
dora ( 1 
bwidth ( I 
thick ( 1 
compl no 
bipart undet 
connct under 
forest under 
tree undet 
cycle undet 
reg undet 
hamil under 
planar undet 
1.000 udt] 
udt) 
50) [ I udt] 
udt) 
16) [ I udt] 
50)[ 1 udt] 
94) [ 1 udt] 
17)[ 1 udt] 
[undct] 
